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Generation Z, born between 1996 and 2011, comprises  27 percent of the U.S. population. Source: Pew Research Center

 
By Rob Schapiro

In Pittsburgh, we are big on zombies.

Pittsburgher George Romero (RIP) invented them for the big screen in 1968 with Night of The Living Dead.

But the World War Z I am suggesting you avoid in that headline up there is not the highest grossing and possibly most
critically panned zombie movie of all time.

I am referring to Gen Z and the looming battles we face when we try to make peace with them as employees,
customers and human beings.

As we continue to expand our efforts from winning over millennials to wooing Gen Z, we must first try to
understand what makes them Tik Tok.

Gen Z is the youngest, most ethnically diverse and largest generation in American history. They make up 27 percent
of our population.

While they may be under the age of 25, many are already on the path to appreciable assets. And that is just one good
reason your brand should get to know them better.

Zombies may inspire thoughts of crypts, but Gen Z is inspired by thoughts of crypto. They have been dubbed "digital
natives" the first generation born after Al Gore said he invented the Internet. And OK, they may be a bit zombie-eyed
from all that multi-screen time, but what fuels them is not human flesh.

That letter "Z" that attempts to corral them into one confined category for our marketing convenience does not stand
for "zombie." It merely follows "Y," which followed "X" and is succeeded by the Greek letter, Alpha.

So, if you want to court them as employees or customers, to butcher a famous quote from a famous president (John
F. Kennedy), "Ask not just what they can do for your company ask what your company can do for them."

Marketing is a business of reflecting culture, and if we do our job well, leveraging culture for the benefit of our
company and clients.

Every now and then, marketing can actually influence culture. Think Ice Bucket Challenge for ALS. But when it
comes to truly shifting culture, well, that is becoming the domain of Gen Z.
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comes to truly shifting culture, well, that is becoming the domain of Gen Z.

Just ask Swedish environmental activist Greta Thunberg, who happens to be 18 years old. T ime Magazine named her
Person of the Year at the ripe old age of 16. Or listen to what American Poet Laureate and activist Amanda Gorman
has to say. Her book topped The New York Times Bestsellers list last year. Oh, and she is 23.

Gen Z seeks purpose and authenticity in the brands that they are loyal to and the companies for which they work.
That said, "authentic" is the last word that should be thrown out there by brands as casually and often as it is  these
days.

If you are a brand, you cannot claim to be cool. You just are cool. Or you are not. Same goes for authentic.

Gen Z will want to play an active role in the purpose they share with your company.

So, the next time you hire a kid right out of school, sure, onboard them. But give them the opportunity to onboard you,
too.

You have insight to share that you have gained over the years. They have insight to share because of their years. And
remember when evaluating Gen Z prospects, some very capable candidates may be joining the workforce before
they finish school. Or they may dispense with school all together.

This is an independent, self-educating generation that is extremely entrepreneurial by nature. We must evolve the
way we evaluate them.

We must open our minds to doing some things differently. We must open our ears to what they have to say. And we
cannot respond with lip service with regards to work-life balance., with regards to the environment, with regards to
diversity.

If they identify gender pronouns differently than we do, we should respect that and respond accordingly. These
values seem to be innate with Gen Z. And they want them to be truly "authentic" in the companies to which they are
loyal.

Gen Z is politically active. They think global and with their mastery of the Internet, their actions can be global. They
also think and act local, which provided yet another opportunity for some "thought leader" out there to make up
another word. You guessed it: "Glocal."

The fact is, even brands established long before Gen Z were born are embracing "glocalization" and modifying their
products to local tastes to stay relevant.

When our neighbors to the South order a McMollete, they get a muffin with egg, refried beans and salsa. Our
neighbors to the North get their fries poutine-ized with gravy on top. This does not go unnoticed or unappreciated
when Gen Z heads for McDonald's.

This generation is made up of particularly shrewd consumers, at the same time both pragmatic and impatient.

Whether you are a small company run by old white guys trying to do right and diversify, or Netflix holding a townhall
after appearing tone deaf in its defense of Dave Chappelle to attempt damage control with the LBGTQ+ community
and its allies, give them a seat at the table or they will likely head for the door.

The way employees feel and share their feelings about their companies can influence customers.

Gen Z can help your company grow or take you down with two thumbs. And if you are reactive instead of proactive
in engaging Gen Z employees, before you know it, they have started their own companies and are on their way to
becoming formidable competitors.

SO, GO FORTH and connect with all of those prospective employees and customers who fall under the Gen Z label.

To get off on the right foot, you can start by asking them what they think of labels.

Oh, and if you are into Zombie movies, do not miss Danny Boyle's 28 Days Later and Edgar Wright's Shaun of the
Dead. I am sure they're streaming free somewhere.
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